My Inspiring Future Career As A Teacher

In my class, kids learn reading and math. Science and social studies, we're taking a bath. In the knowledge we have though, the numbers fight back. We shout "We will round you, so take that!"

I don't make much money, but that's okay. I love my job anyway. I help kids know about the world. Tectonic plates and so much more!

I watch them grow up and when they apply, what they know, I am surprised. They remember what I taught them in 3rd grade. When they thought they knew everything! I enjoy seeing what students make on the EOGs. So I know if they were listening.

When a light bulb turns on, I get excited. That they learned something new and I can't hide it. They work hard so at the end of the day, I read them books so their stress will go away. I see what they know.

I watch them grow. And when they are successful, they feel proud to announce. Ms. Hudson helped me get here and I know that!